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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Following the adoption of the Joint Core Strategy for North Northamptonshire (the ‘Part 1’,
strategic part of the Local Plan) in July 2016, the Council is now preparing the Part 2 Plan for
Corby.

1.2

The Part 2 Plan for Corby will identify the non-strategic development sites which are
required to deliver the requirements of the Joint Core Strategy.

1.3

A suggested timetable for preparing the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby was agreed at Local Plan
Committee on 24th August 2016. The table below sets out the main stages of production
together with the agreed timetable
Production Stage
Timetable
Scoping consultation incorporating Issues and Options
November/December 2016
Emerging Options consultation
December 2017/January 2018
Publication of draft plan (Proposed Submission) for October/November 2018
consultation
Submission to the Secretary of State
June 2019
Examination in Public
August 2019
Adoption
December 2019

1.4

The purpose of this paper is to explain how the Council proposes to assess and compare
potential development sites with particular reference to housing. It will form the basis for
the selection of housing allocations in the Part 2 Plan for Corby and provides transparency of
the process of site selection.

1.5

The Council welcomes comments on this background paper and as with other aspects of the
Regulation 18 consultation; responses should be submitted so that they are received by 5pm
on Tuesday 20th December 2016.

2.0

Policy Background

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework provides the overarching national planning
guidance on Local Plan making and identification of sites for allocation.

2.2

Crucially the National Framework states that Local Plans should “allocate sites to promote
development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new land where necessary”.
Elsewhere, it states that:






Every effort should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing, business
and other development needs of an area
Set out a clear strategy for allocating sufficient land which is suitable for development in
their area, taking account of the needs of the residential and business communities.
Allocations of land for development should prefer land of lesser environmental value,
where consistent with other policies in this framework;
Allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of...residential development
needed in town centres; and
The aim of the Sequential Test is to steer new development to areas with the lowest
probability of flooding. Development should not be allocated or permitted if there are
reasonably available sites appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a
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lower probability of flooding. The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will provide the basis
for applying this test.
2.3

Importantly the National Framework requires Local Plans to be based on adequate, up-todate and relevant evidence about the economic, social and environmental characteristics
and prospects of the area and represent the most appropriate strategy when considered
against the reasonable alternatives.

2.4

The Planning Practice Guidance provides an additional interpretation that guides the
direction and application of policy within the National Framework. With reference to the
assessment of housing and economic land availability, the Planning Practice Guidance
advocates a five stage approach in constructing a site selection methodology
Stage 1: Identification of sites and broad locations
Stage 2: Site/broad location assessment
Stage 3: Windfall assessment
Stage 4: Assessment Review
Stage 5: Final Evidence base

2.5

The North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy provides the foundation for the site
selection process as it presents the principles to be adhered to in the provision of
development in Corby and identifies broad locations for development. It sets out the longterm vision and objectives for the whole of the area covered by Corby, East
Northamptonshire, Kettering and Wellingborough. Joint Core Strategy policies with specific
bearing on the overall site selection methodology include




2.6

Policy 11 – The Network of Urban and Rural Areas
Policy 28 – Housing Requirements
Policy 29 – Distribution of New Homes

The Part 2 Plan for Corby is tasked with identifying and allocating land to accommodate at
least 9,200 dwellings and in accordance with the Joint Core Strategy these allocations will be
apportioned as follows
SETTLEMENT
CORBY BOROUGH
Growth Town

Corby

Committed new village

Little Stanion

Rural housing
(excluding Little Stanion)

HOUSING REQUIREMENT
(2011-2031)
9,200
(strategic opportunity 14,200)
8,290
(strategic opportunity 13,290)
790
120

3.0

Evidence Base

3.1

The Council and partners have already assembled a robust evidence base which has
informed the Joint Core Strategy and will provide a starting point for the evidence required
to underpin the site selection process. The existing evidence base relevant to assessing site
allocations is set out below.
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North Northamptonshire Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment, May 2013
Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites, January 2015
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Update, September 2011
Corby Flood Risk Management Study, January 2015

4.0

Methodology

4.1

The methodology suggested in this paper builds on national planning guidance and reflects
work produced by the North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit and partners to support
the selection of strategic sites for the Joint Core Strategy and the development of the North
Northants Pilot Brownfield Register.
Site Thresholds

4.2

The Planning Practice Guidance states that the assessment should consider all sites and
broad locations capable of delivering five or more dwellings. Where appropriate, plan
makers may wish to consider alternative site size thresholds.

4.3

The Joint Core Strategy covers strategic sites at 500 or more homes. The role of the Part 2
Plan for Corby is to implement the Joint Core Strategy and not to rewrite or review it.
Therefore, this background paper will not assess sites capable of accommodating 500 or
more dwellings.

4.4

It is proposed to adopt a minimum site size threshold of 0.25ha (or capable of
accommodating 10 dwellings or more). It is not considered practical to assess sites below
this threshold which could continue to come forward as windfall sites (i.e. sites which
become available for development but are not specifically identified as available as part of
the Local Plan process) or be promoted in neighbourhood plans
Stages of Site Evaluation

4.5

The Council propose to adopt four key stages of site evaluation. These are





4.6

Stage 1: Identification of all potential development sites
Stage 2: Initial screening
Stage 3: Detailed assessment
Stage 4: Design surgeries

The first two stages have been undertaken and form part of the Regulation 18 consultation
on the scope of the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby. The detailed assessment at the third stage is
expected to take place prior to the Emerging Options stage of plan development. The design
surgeries at the final stage will take place following consultation on the Emerging Options.
Stage 1 - Identification of all potential development sites

4.7

The starting point for the site selection process is to ensure that the Council has as wide and
as complete a portfolio of site options as possible so that all reasonable site options have
been identified and assessed.
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4.8

To ensure that all reasonable site options have been considered in developing the plan a
long list of potential sites has been compiled from the following sources:







Sites allocated for housing in the 1997 Corby Borough Local Plan
Sites with planning permission
North Northamptonshire Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
North Northamptonshire Pilot Brownfield Register
Master Plans
Site survey work

4.9

A number of identified sites have been discounted prior to compiling the long list of
potential sites to be screened as these are not considered to be realistic development site
options. The list of sites discounted at this stage along with the reasons for discounting is
provided in Appendix 1.

4.10

Consultation on the Scoping Document incorporating Issues and Options will include a Call
for Sites to establish whether there are any further site options.
Stage 2 – Initial Screening

4.11

Stage 2 of the methodology involves an initial broad screening of identified sites to remove
any which, if it is apparent at this stage of the process, are not realistic options for allocation
in the Part 2 Plan for Corby. This desktop exercise will be carried out by local authority
planning staff.

4.12

The following sites will be discounted from further assessment:




Sites that have already been assessed by the Joint Planning Unit as a strategic site
Sites with planning permission or under construction
Sites that falls outside the size threshold

4.13

Part of this stage involved planning judgement to be exercised in order to sense check site
boundaries. This will enable an understanding of whether sites failing on any of the above
criteria would benefit from redrawing their site boundaries to enable them to progress
through the sifting process.

4.14

The current list of eligible sites is provided in Appendix 2 and shown on a map in Appendix 3.
Stage 3 – Detailed Assessment

4.15

Sites on the long list after the initial screening will be assessed for their suitability,
availability and achievability. The assessment will comprise of a desk based assessment using
the criteria detailed in Appendix 4.

4.16

Applying these criteria will help the Council produce a shortlist of possible sites to be
considered.
Stage 4 – Design Surgeries
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4.17

The final stage involves a more detailed and specialist assessment of the sites that are found
to be most suitable from Stage 3 assessments. Input from statutory consultees and other
specialist organisations will be used.

5.0

Assessment of Sites

5.1

The detailed assessment will consider how well the potential development sites perform
against a set of broad criteria.

5.2

A colour coded system will be used to indicate how well the development sites perform
against the criteria as shown below
Assessment



?

Likely Affect
No constraints identified, development acceptable in
principle or development would have a positive impact
Neutral impact or there may be constraints, but mitigation
is possible
Significant constraints, although mitigation should be
possible
Severe constraints where mitigation is unlikely to be
possible and development is probably unacceptable
Uncertain, need more information

5.3

A site that has been assessed as having a number of constraints shown by a single cross  is
not necessarily unsuitable; it just means that mitigation measures will be required. In some
cases however this may have an impact on viability and therefore achievability. Sites with a
double cross  have more severe constraints and are therefore more likely to be
unsuitable and less deliverable.

5.4

It is important to note that not all criteria are of the same significance so the assessment
should not be used alone to rank the sites into those that are most suitable. It does however
act as a useful guide.

5.5

The availability and achievability will also be assessed. This involves making judgements on
whether there are no legal or ownership problems with a particular site and whether the
site is economically viable. The Council will carry out an exercise with site owners or
promoters to confirm this.

6.0

Site Selection

6.1

Sites will only be taken forward to the next stage of the plan making process as potential
allocations if, following the assessments outlined above, they score well in terms of
suitability, availability and achievability. Details of the assessments will be published in an
updated background paper and will be subject to further consultation.

6.2

In addition to the criteria used in this background paper to assess the sites, the exercise will
be informed by national and strategic policies, as well as representations received by
consultation exercises and neighbourhood groups that will be used to reach a final selection
decision.
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APPENDIX 1: SITES DISCOUNTED PRIOR TO LONG LIST
SHLAA
Ref

Site Name

44

Off Lyveden Way, Oakley Vale

No

47
52
53
87

Site near Thoroughsale Wood
Site near Thoroughsale Wood
Site near Thoroughsale Wood
Site near Oakley Vale

No
No
No
No

89

No

123

Maplefields School, Bramber
Court
Site near Danesholme Road

124

Site near Oakley Road

No

130

Site near Gretton Brook Road reservoir
Site near Oakley Vale, off
Lyveden Way
Lloyds Rd Gas Works
Between A43 and Corby Road

135
143
152
178

Local
Plan
Ref

Planning
Permission

J5
(part)

No

No

249
250
255
273

Site near Dalton Road
Site at Corner Church St & A427
Rear of Kelvin Grove

No
Yes
No

195
210
238

Site is a well maintained area of open space, with young trees planted, that was planned as part of the Oakley Vale
master plan
Part of site is occupied and remainder is balancing pond
Site is within curtilage of training centre, which is in active use by Pearson academy of vocational training and AB Mauri
centre of excellence
Site is school playing fields for Kingswood Primary School

No
No

Hazel Leys Junior and Infant
School
Site between Dunedin and
Oakley Road
Site near Oakley Vale, off
Butland Road and Lyveden Way
Our Ladys Roman Catholic
Junior and Infant School
Site near Oakley Road

188

Site forms a buffer between the edge of the Kingswood estate and the A6014 Oakley Road and Danesholme road (both
parts of which are dual carriageway), consists of grass verge, mature planting and pedestrian railings
Site forms a buffer between Oakley Vale housing development and the A6014 Oakley Road, consists of grass verge,
mature planting and pedestrian route along roadside
Part of site is industrial unit and remainder is flood storage area

No

No

Reason for discounting prior to compiling long list

Part of site is developed for residential, remainder is a green buffer planned as part of larger Oakley Vale development
site
Site is part of Ancient Woodland (Thoroughsale Wood)
Site is Ancient Woodland (Hazel Wood)
Site is part of Ancient Woodland (Thoroughsale Wood)
Site forms a buffer between Oakley Vale housing development and the A6014 Oakley Road, consists of grass verge,
mature planting and crash barriers
Site is in existing use as school

No

School Playing Field, Blenheim
walk
Site near Spalding Rd

179

Planning
Application Ref

No

Site is large grass verge on the corner of Kingswood, where Gainsborough Road meets Sower Leys Road. The verge is a
buffer between the residential area and the main roads, there are significantly large trees along the verge
Site is school playing fields for Hazel Leys Junior and Infant School

No
No

Site is large grass verge on the corner of Kingswood, where Dunedin Road meets Sower Leys Road and Oakley Road.
The verge is a buffer between the residential area and the roads, there are significantly large trees along the verge
Site is well maintained area of open space planned as part of the Oakley Vale master plan

No

Site is school playing fields for Our Ladys Roman Catholic Junior and Infant School

No

Site forms a buffer between Oakley Vale housing development and the A6014 Oakley Road, consists of large grass
verge area with mature planting
Site developed for pub/restaurant
Site developed for residential
Site developed for residential

09/00266/DPA
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291
299
300
326
328
334

344
349
363
978
1148
2004
2013
2017

2032
2033
2036
2053
2181

The Shire Horse PH, Willow
Brook Rd
Rockingham Primary School, off
Occupation Road
Site near Oldenburg Road
Storage yard, Boyle Road
Saxon Way East
Beanfield Ave

No

Part of site is now developed for residential use and remainder is in existing use as Shire Horse public house garden

No

Site is within grounds of Rockingham Primary School

No
No
No
No

High Street, Weldon
Coldermeadow Ave
Former garage site, Weldon Rd
Stanion Lane
Corby Community College,
Oakley Road
Danesholme Regeneration Area
St. Marks Road
Former Maple Fields School,
School Place, off Gainsborough
Road

No
No
No
No
No

Site is large verge between Viking Way and Danesholme Road, with dense mature trees
Site is used as a storage yard by an existing industrial unit
Site is in existing use as pub garden
Site is large grass verge where Beanfield Avenue meets Jubilee Avenue. The verge is a buffer between the residential
area and the roads, there are significantly large trees along the verge, the site is not considered suitable for
assessment. Part of the site is covered by the same woodland TPO as Thoroughsale and Hazel Woods
Site is large grass verge in Weldon where High Street joins with Kettering Road
Site is a densely tree lined verge on the edge of Kingswood where Coldermeadow Avenue meets Gainsborough Road
Site is currently in use as a car sales garage (AT Car Sales)
Site developed for residential
Site is fully developed

Neighbourhood Centre, Oakley
Vale
End of St Luke's Road
North of Cottingham Road
Oldland Road, Oakley Vale
Lakeside Surgery, Cottingham
Road
Arran Way
Cottingham Road

No

No
No
No

J35

Site developed for residential
Site developed for supermarket
Site was assessed and visited as part of Brownfield Register. The site is currently in use as the CE Academy (Forest Gate
Campus) which provides alternative education for young people who are permanently excluded from school, dual
registered or school age mothers and who would otherwise be attending mainstream/special schools. The Academy
advised they have been on site for 2 years with no plans to move so the site is not available for development
Site developed for community centre

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Occupation Road

Yes

Former Kingswood School
Our Lady Pope John School
(Tower Hill Road)
Former Beanfield School
Little Colliers Field

Yes
Yes

Church Piece, Willow Lane,

Yes

Yes
Yes

09/00254/DPA
11/00228/DPA (&
09/00094/OUT)
01/00120/DPA &
02/00051/DPA
13/00241/OUT
11/00215/OUT
13/00242/OUT
14/00088/OUT,
superseded by
15/00479/REM
14/00135/OUT &

Site developed for supermarket
Site developed for residential
Site developed for residential
Majority of site is in use as medical facility, the remainder is open space within the curtilage of the facility or
surrounding Ancient Woodland
Site developed for residential
Site developed for residential
Development of site was stalled but is practically complete, awaiting sales of properties
Unimplemented residential planning permission; repeat of SHLAA site 2039
Unimplemented residential planning permission; repeat of SHLAA site 2020
Unimplemented residential planning permission; repeat of SHLAA site 2035
Unimplemented residential planning permission; repeat of SHLAA site 71

Unimplemented residential planning permission; repeat of SHLAA site 2005
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Stanion
South of Gretton Brook Road
CDC Plots Oakley Hay
CNT Plots Oakley Hay
Adjacent Astra Headway
Adjacent Oakley Hay
Roundabout
Willowbrook East
Willowbrook North
Willowbrook South
Station Yard
Former Tarmac Land
Weldon Stone Quarry
North of Birchington Road
Railway Station
Ponds off Phoenix Parkway
Maylan Road, Earlstrees
Sootbanks Development
Pytchley Court
Pen Green Lane
Garden Centre
Off Stanion Lane
Snatchill North
Snatchill South East

15/00010/REF
J5
J7
J8
J9
J11

No
No
No
No
No

Majority of site is developed for industrial use, remaining undeveloped part of site is included within SHLAA site 266
Repeat of SHLAA site 2021
Repeat of SHLAA site 156
Repeat of SHLAA site 153
Repeat of SHLAA site 177

J13
J14
J15
J18
J19
J22
J23
J24
J28
J33
J35
R2
R4
R7
R9
R10
R11

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

16/00074/REM

Snatchill South

R12

Yes

15/00429/REM

Off Corby Road, Gretton
Chapel Road, Weldon
Oundle Road, Weldon

R11
R16
R17

15/00455/DPA

Woodlands Lane

R18

No
No
Application
pending
No

Repeat of SHLAA site 2007
Repeat of SHLAA sites 2007 & 2055
Site is in existing industrial use
Site is in existing use as Corby railway station
Repeat of SHLAA site 2008
Site is in active use by Weldon Stone
Repeat of SHLAA site 2040
Site developed for offices
Site developed for industrial use
Repeat of SHLAA site 2010
Part of site is repeat of SHLAA sites 60 & 2033, and remainder of site has been developed for industrial use
Repeat of SHLAA site 13
Part of site is repeat of SHLAA site 2045
Site is developed for residential and retail uses
Site is developed for residential
Site is developed for residential; part of Oakley Vale development site
Majority of site is developed for residential as part of Oakley Vale development site; remaining part of allocation has
planning application for residential pending (16/00074/REM), and is repeat of part of SHLAA 49
Majority of site is developed for residential as part of Oakley Vale development site; remaining part of allocation has
planning permission for residential (15/00429/REM), and is repeat of part of SHLAA 49
Site is developed for residential
Part of site is developed for residential, remaining is repeat of SHLAA site 301
Repeat of SHLAA site 2002
A number of conversions from agricultural buildings to residential dwellings have taken place on Woodlands Lane, no
specific site is identified as part of the saved Local Plan allocation, therefore no site area has been included here for
assessment purposes
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APPENDIX 2: LONG LIST OF SITES FOR ASSESSMENT
Sites discounted – with the reason
Sites to be included in the shortlist of potential sites for further assessment
Committed sites with planning permission
SHLAA
Ref

Site Name

Local
Plan Ref

Planning
Permission

13
49

Car Park, Pytchley Court
Phases 5 & 6, Oakley Vale

R2
R11
(part)

No
Yes

60
68
71

Site west of Geddington Rd
Corus Tube Works
Southern Gateway, Little Colliers Field

J35

No
No
No

84
85
92
96
97
116
119
133
140
141
142
149
150
153
154
156
158
163
165
170
171
174

Site adjacent to Brooke Weston CTC, Coomb Road
Site near Bangrave Road
Site adjacent to St Patrick's Primary School
General Open Space, off Stanion Lane
Stavangar Close Recreation Ground
British American Tobacco Land
Site near Holbein Walk
Site near Gretton Brook Road
Site near Seaford Walk
Studfall Junior School, Shakespeare Way
British American Tobacco Land
Ollerton Walk incl. playground
South of Copenhagen Rd
North of Headway, Sedge Close
Site near Copenhagen Road
Site West of Medlicott Close
Stamford Rd Cricket Ground
14 Darley Dale Road, Off Studfall Avenue
Shetland Way Recreation Ground
Site near Applegarth Close
Site near Oakley Road
Land at Danesholme Local Centre

L9

J9
J8 (part)
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Planning Application
Reference

Result of Initial Sieve

11/00252/REM,
16/00074/REM,
15/00429/REM

Site has planning permission

New Site
Ref (HAS)
HAS1

HAS2
HAS3
HAS4

15/00479/REM &
14/00088/OUT (adj)

HAS5
HAS6
HAS7
HAS8
HAS9
HAS10
HAS11
HAS12
HAS13
HAS14
HAS15
HAS16
HAS17
HAS18
HAS19
HAS20
HAS21
Below 0.25ha threshold
HAS22
HAS23
HAS24
HAS25

177
180
182
194
202
205
206
211
213
214
216

Site North of A6014 roundabout
Site near Stalbridge Walk
Site near Larratt Road
Young King's Wood, Alberta Close
Site North of Great Folds Rd
Torksey Close, adj. CDC Plots
Allotments off Eskdale Avenue, south of Occupation Rd
Builders yard (rear of Garden Centre), Rockingham Rd
Site near Sower Leys, off Harlech
Derwent Walk Playing field
Site near Cottingham Road, off Abington Road and Kingsthorpe Avenue

223
231
232
239
243
244
245
253
254
258
259
263
266
269
272
274
276
278

Site near Tavistock Square, off Counts Farm Road
Rear of 28-33 Flensburg Close
Site near Holmfirth Walk and Helmsey Way
Site near Beatty Gardens
Site near Studfall Avenue
Site near Vian Way
Back Gardens of 4b, 6 & 8 Kettering Road, Weldon
Land at end of Minden Close
Site near Alberta Close
Land between Colyers Avenue and Dunedin Road
Back Gardens of 4-9 Home Close, Great Oakley
Site near Dolver Close
Land north of Brunel Rd
Site near Grantham Walk
Universal Salvage site, Gretton Brook Rd
Hawthorne Walk recreation ground
Site near Southall Rd
Back Gardens of 12 & 18 Brooke Road & 11 Hay Close, Great Oakley

283
288
293
298
301
308
310
311

South of Wharfdale Rd recreation ground
Land adjacent to British American Tobacco
Site near Wimbourne Walk
137 Corby Road, Weldon
Site East of Dash Farm Close, Weldon
Universal Salvage site, Gretton Brook Rd
Raleigh Close
Kingsley Drive playground

J11
L29

J7 (adj)

L10

J5 (part)

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

15/00111/DPA

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

14/00361/DPA (adj)
12/00357/DPA (adj)

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

R16
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Site has planning permission
HAS26
HAS27
HAS28
HAS29
HAS30
HAS31
HAS32
HAS33
HAS34
HAS35
HAS36
HAS37
HAS38
HAS39
HAS40
HAS41
HAS42
HAS43
HAS44
HAS45
HAS46
HAS47
HAS48
HAS49
HAS50
HAS51
HAS52
HAS53
HAS54
HAS55
HAS56
Below 0.25ha threshold
HAS57
HAS58
HAS59
HAS60

313
315
317
318

Off Blake Road
End of Home Farm Close, Great Oakley
The Willows, Water Lane, Weldon
4 Brooke Road, Great Oakley

No
No
No
Application
pending
No

319

Back Gardens and land to the rear of 12, 13 & 14 Home Farm Close, Great Oakley

321
322
324
329
330
331
332
337
340
342
347
348
350

Land off Brooke Rd, Great Oakley
Sarrington Road playground
Off Carlton Place
St Patrick's Primary and Nursery School, Patrick Road
Back Garden of 24 Brunswick Gardens, Corby
Back Garden of 19A Kingswood Place, Corby
Land North of Corby Road, Weldon
West of Larratt Road allotment gardens, Larratt Road, Weldon
British American Tobacco Land
Blake Road/Beardsley Court
Off Southbrook, Kingswood
Garage Court, Lindisfarne Road
Adjacent to Little Learners Childcare, Our Ladys Roman Catholic Junior and Infant
School, off Occupation Road

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

351
355
360
362
364
373
932

St Brendan's Catholic Primary School, Beanfield Avenue
Home Farm, Home Farm Close, Great Oakley
Play Area, Orchard Close, Weldon
Play Area, Waver Close
Garage Court, Swale Close
Alternative SUE SW Corby
Land at Southfield Road, Gretton

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

936

Land south of Cottingham Hall, Cottingham

No

957

Weldon Park Phase 2

No

959
960
961

Land at Kettering Road, Stanion
Land at Longcroft Road, Stanion
Land adjoining The Pastures, Brigstock Road, Stanion

962

Land Adjoining Stanion Village Hall, Brigstock Road, Stanion

No

HAS85

963

Land rear of Willow Lane, Stanion

No

HAS86

No
No
Application
pending

L8

12

HAS61
HAS62
HAS63
HAS64

15/00444/DPA

HAS65
HAS66
HAS67
HAS68
Below 0.25ha threshold
HAS69
HAS70
HAS71
HAS72
HAS73
HAS74
Below 0.25ha threshold
HAS75
Below 0.25ha threshold
Below 0.25ha threshold
HAS76
HAS77
HAS78
HAS79
JCS strategic site (Ref 21)
HAS80
Refused at appeal,
14/00094/OUT &
15/00005/REF

HAS81

JCS strategic site (Ref 12)

16/00066/OUT

HAS82
HAS83
HAS84

964
965
966
968
969
970
971

Land at Willow Lane, Stanion
Land at New Grange Farm, Stanion
Glebe Farm, Church Street, Weldon
Land at Walnut Close, Weldon
Land at Larratt Road, Weldon
Land at Kettering Road, Weldon
Land adjoining Stone Cottages, Harringworth Road, Gretton

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

979

West Glebe Allotments, West Glebe Road

No

1011
1018

South Lodge, Corby Road, Gretton
Land adjacent to Corby Road (A427)

No
No

1057

Land around Great Oakley Cricket Ground

1060
1083

Land South of Great Oakley
South East of Corby, adjoining the R8 site and the new A43 Corby Link Road (CLR)

1167
1168
1169
1171
2001
2002

Site to west of A6003
Woodlands Lane
Site off A6116
West Corby SUE
Maple House, Canada Square
Oundle Road, Weldon

2003

Oakley Vale

2005

Off Willow Lane, Stanion

2007

Car storage site, Willowbrook North, Genner Road

2008

Ex Sludgebeds & Former Tarmac Land

2009

Princewood Road

2010

Mayland Road, Earlstrees Industrial Estate

2011
2014
2015
2016
2018
2019

L29

P10(L)

P16(E)

R17

HAS87
JCS strategic site (Ref 26)
HAS88
HAS89
HAS90
HAS91
HAS92
HAS93
HAS94
JCS strategic site (Ref 91)

No

HAS95

No
No

JCS strategic site (Ref 25)
JCS strategic site (Ref 9)

No
No
No
No
No
Application
pending
Application
pending
Yes

JCS strategic site (Ref 7)
HAS96
HAS97
JCS strategic site (Ref 7)
15/00455/DPA

HAS98
HAS99

15/00138/OUT

HAS100

14/00135/OUT &
15/00010/REF

Site has planning permission

J13 & J14
(part)
J19 & J20
(part)
J36

No

J33 &
NC13

No

HAS102

Butland Road, Oakley Vale
Camsdale Walk, Middleton
Ashley Road, Middleton

No
No
Yes

HAS103
HAS104

Off Ashely Road, Middleton
Land Off Latimer Close, Gretton
Land at South Lodge, Gretton

No
No
Application
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HAS101

Yes

15/00029/REM

Site has planning permission

Yes

07/00267/DPA &
11/00027/TLE

Site has planning permission

13/00356/DPA &
14/00007/NONDET

16/00173/OUT

Site has planning permission
HAS105
HAS106
HAS107

pending
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

2020
2021
2030
2031
2034
2035
2037
2039

Former Our Lady Pope John RC School
Torksey Close, Oakley Hay
Railway Station Interchange
Butland Road open space, Oakley Vale
4 Water Lane / Corwell Rifle and Pistol Club, Bangrave Road
Beanfield School
Parkland Gateway
Kingswood School

2040
2045
2046
2050
2052
2054
2055
2056
2057

North of Birchington Road
Pen Green Lane
Kingswood Playing Field
Between Arnhill Road and Hatton Lane, Gretton
Town Centre South Eastern Gateway, Elizabeth Street
Stanion Lane Plantation
Centrix Park
Cockerell Road
Genner Road

2058
2060
2061

Courier Road
Restored Quarry, Genner Road
North and South of Sondes Road

J12 (part)

Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Application
pending
No
No
Yes

2117

Gretton Glebe - Land North of Station Road, Gretton (West of the Vicarage)

P13(V)

J7 (part)

P13(V)

J23
R4
P13(V)

J14 (part)

11/00215/OUT

Commitment, under construction
HAS108
HAS109
HAS110
HAS111

13/00242/OUT

Site has planning permission

13/00241/OUT &
16/00170/DPA (pending)
15/00119/OUT

Site has planning permission

HAS112

Commitment, under construction
HAS113
HAS114
HAS115
HAS116

12/00259/OUT

Site has planning permission
HAS117
JCS strategic site (Ref 14)

15/00320/COU

HAS118
HAS119
HAS120

06/00118/OUT &
10/00446/REM

Commitment, under construction

No

HAS121

TA Building, corner of Elizabeth Street and Alexandra Road
Land adjacent to Gretton Village Hall, Kirby Road, Gretton
Club 2000
Corby Road, Weldon

No
No
Yes
Yes

HAS122
HAS123

Alexandra Road

Yes

Cardigan House

Yes

The Lodge, 88 Weldon Road, Corby
Hazelwood House, Forest Gate Road
Longhills
Barn Close
Ex Sludgebeds

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

J12
J20
J26

14

14/00361/DPA
10/00450/REM &
07/00100/OUT (&
07/00009/REF)
12/00430/TLE (08/00394/DPA
& 09/00011/REF)
13/00073/DPA OR
14/00258/PAC3
14/00492/DPA
14/00029/OUT

Site has planning permission
Commitment, under construction

Site has planning permission
Site has planning permission
Site has planning permission
Site has planning permission
HAS124
HAS125
HAS126

Seymour Plantation
Cronin Road
Princewood Road
West of Stanion

J27
J30
J36
R8

Yes
No
No
Yes
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06/00053/REM

Commitment, under construction
HAS127
HAS128

04/00442/OUT (and various
reserved matters)

Commitment, under construction

APPENDIX 3: MAP SHOWING LONG LIST OF SITES FOR ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX 4: DETAILED ASSESSMENT CRITERA (ASSESSMENT STAGE 3)
SA TOPIC

SA OBJECTIVE

DECISION MAKING CRITERIA

To improve accessibility and
transport links from
residential areas to key
services, facilities and
employment areas and
enhance access to the natural
environment and recreation
opportunities

1.Accessibility

SYMBOL

SUITABILITY
1. Accessibility

Housing

Ensure that new housing
provided meets the needs of

Employment

Healthcare

Primary
School

Leisure Centre
or attraction

Shopping
Centre

Overall score

Walkable –
employment
centre close
by

Within 1
mile of
doctors
surgery

Within 1
mile

Within 1 mile

Within 1 mile

10-15 = Good
proximity to
services



Employment
centre on bus
route (30 mins
frequency or
better)

Between 1-3
miles of
doctors
surgery and
or bus route

Between 1-3
miles

Between 1 - 3
miles of leisure
centre /
attraction on a
bus route

Between 1-3
miles of shops
and / or on a
bus route

6-10 = Medium
proximity to
services



Access difficult
without a car

Greater than
3 miles from
doctors
surgery and
not directly
on bus route

Greater than
3 miles

Greater than 3
miles from a
leisure centre
or attraction

Greater than 3
miles from
shops

5 = Poor
Proximity to
services



All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion

N/A
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2. Health

the area, provide affordable
and decent housing for all

for choosing between sites.

Improve overall levels of
physical, mental and social
well-being, and reduce the
disparities between different
groups and different areas

2.1 Recreational facilities
2.1.1 Would provide new existing sporting or recreational facilities, including allotment land



2.1.2 Not result in the loss of any indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities

-

2.1.3 Result in the loss of existing indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities, including
allotment land, but could be mitigated



2.2 Health and Safety
2.2.1 Not within a specified consultation zone of a notifiable installation (Health and Safety
Executive)

-

2.2.2 Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable installation – development however is
unlikely to be precluded



2.2.3 Within a specified consultation zone of notifiable installation – development likely to be
precluded



N/A

Crime

To improve community safety,
reduce the incidences of crime
and the fear of crime - a safe
place to live

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion
for choosing between sites.

3. Community

Value and nurture a sense of
belonging in a cohesive
community whilst respecting

3.1 Impact on community facilities
3.1.1 Results in an increase in facilities
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diversity

3.1.2 Site will have no specific impact on community facilities other than those specified by Criterion
2.1 (e.g. village halls, community centres, scout huts, church etc.)

-

3.1.3 Development would result in the loss of a community facility



Skills

To improve overall levels of
education and skills

Not relevant to this assessment. It will not assist in choosing between sites.

4. Liveability

To create healthy, clean and
pleasant environments for
people to enjoy living, working
and recreating in and to
protect and enhance
residential amenity.

4.1 Liveability - Noise and Odour

N/A

4.1.1 Be > 1km away from any source of noise (trunk road, railway or other major source) or odour
or major source of air pollution



4.1.2 Be > 100m but < 1km from any source of noise. Be unlikely to be affected by any source of
unpleasant odour or major source of air pollution

-

4.1.3 Be < 100m from any source of noise. Be affected by any source of unpleasant odour and major
air pollution.



4.2 Residential amenity
4.2.1 Development would be positive to the existing surrounding residential amenity by removing
disruptive features associated with the current use(s) of the site. (e.g. noise and/or odour; disruptive
to the existing residential amenity or surrounding vehicular or pedestrian traffic)



4.2.2 The site is within a predominantly residential area and therefore likely to have good residential
amenity



4.2.3 The site is within a mixed use area

-

4.2.4 The site is within a predominantly non-residential area where there is a potential for
disruption to residential amenity
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5. Biodiversity

To protect, conserve and
enhance biodiversity,
Geodiversity, wildlife habitats
and green infrastructure to
achieve a net gain and to
avoid habitat fragmentation

5.1 Impact of development on bio-diversity
5.1.1 Not within an area of sensitivity or within an area of low sensitivity

-

5.1.2 Within an area of medium sensitivity



5.1.3 Within an area of high sensitivity



5.2 Impact of development on a protected species or on a site recognised for its wildlife or geological
importance
5.2.1 The site has no known wildlife or geological interest



5.2.2 The site has some biodiversity interest although mitigation will allow development of at least
some of the site

-

5.2.3 The site is designated as a Local Wildlife Site – it may be possible for some of the site to be
developed with appropriate mitigation



5.2.4 Significant constraints such that it is not considered appropriate for development to take
place. Lead to permanent disturbance of known protected species and extensive land take of their
habitat or significant impact on SSSIs. Fragment acknowledged areas of habitat
6. Landscape

To protect and enhance the
quality, character and local
distinctiveness of the natural
and cultural landscape and
the built environment



6.1 Impact on visual landscape
6.1.1 Within an area of low sensitivity or not within an area of sensitivity

-

6.1.2 Within an area of medium sensitivity



6.1.3 Within an area of high sensitivity
6.2 Impact on existing form of the settlement
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6.2.1 Development would have a significant positive effect on the existing form and character of the
settlement, (e.g. opportunities for gateway development, bringing forward the development of
derelict land in prominent locations)



6.2.2 Development would have a neutral effect on the existing form and character of the settlement

-

6.2.3 Development of the site would have a significant negative effect on the existing form and
character of the settlement (e.g. he development would adversely affect the setting of a listed
building or prominent vistas/view lines)but mitigation should be possible



6.2.4 There are severe constraints (e.g. development would result in coalescence with neighbouring
settlements or is detached from the existing built up area.)



6.3 Impact on existing character and setting of the settlement
6.3.1 The site would result in the loss of open space or land which is significant to the character,
form or setting of the settlement
6.3.2 The site would not result in the loss of open space or land which is significant to the character,
form or setting of the settlement
7. Cultural
Heritage

Protect and enhance sites,
features and areas of
historical, archaeological,
architectural and artistic
interest and their settings



-

7.1 Cultural Heritage
7.1.1 Development would be positive by enhancing a designated historic asset (e.g. removing
unattractive features to enhance the setting or ensuring the survival of a designated asset)



7.1.2 Have no effect on any heritage assets

-

7.1.3 Constraints identified although it may be possible for some development with appropriate
mitigation (e.g. development within a conservation area or the setting of a listed building or
development affecting a local heritage asset)
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7.1.4 Significant constraints identified such that it is not considered appropriate for development to
take place (e.g. development involving the loss of or harm to a designated heritage asset or on a
SAM)



7.2 Archaeology
7.2.1 Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the site has had archaeology excavated in
advance of current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



7.2.2 No known archaeology or archaeological activity. Site may have some potential for activity but
the area has never been archaeologically investigated.

-

7.2.3 Site has real potential for archaeological activity due to any visual features found on the land
(e.g. cropmarks, significant artefact finds, etc.)



7.2.4 Site has significant archaeological activity such that it is not considered appropriate for
development to take place



Climate
Change

Reduce the emissions of
greenhouse gases and the
impact of climate change
(adaptation)

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion
for choosing between sites. Other objectives such as Water Conservation and Management
contribute to addressing climate change.

N/A

Air

To maintain or improve local
air quality

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion
for choosing between sites.

N/A

8. Water

Maintain or improve the
quality of ground and surface
water resources and minimise
the demand for water

8.1 Impact on water resources
8.1.1 Not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata

-

8.1.2 Be located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata
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9. Natural
Hazard

Reduce the impact of flooding
and avoid additional risk

9.1 Impact on flood risk
9.1.1 The site is outside a designated flood zone



9.1.2 The site is entirely located in or is partly affected by a zone 1 flood risk area / and or entirely
located in or is partly affected by a zone 2 flood risk area / and or is partly affected by a zone 3 flood
risk area.



9.1.3 The site is entirely located within a zone 3 flood risk area
10. Soil and
Land

Ensure the efficient use of
land and maintain the
resource of productive soil



10.1 Agricultural land
10.1.1 Development would not affect any agricultural land



10.1.2 Development is not likely to result in the loss of best and most versatile agricultural land
(grades 1, 2, or 3a)

-

10.1.3 Development is likely to result in the loss of best and most versatile agricultural land



10.2 Previously developed land
10.2.1 The site is brownfield



10.2.2 A significant proportion of the site is brownfield

-

10.2.3 The site is predominately greenfield



10.3 Land Stability
10.3.1 There are no known land stability issues in the area



10.3.2 There are potential land stability issues in the area

-
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10.3.3 There are known land stability issues in the area



10.4 Land Contamination

11. Minerals

Energy Use

Ensure the efficient use of
minerals and primary
resources

To mitigate climate change by
minimising carbon based
energy usage by increasing
energy efficiency and to
develop North
Northamptonshire’s
renewable energy resource,
reducing dependency on nonrenewable resources.

10.4.1 There are no known land contamination issues



10.4.2 There are potential land contamination issues

-

10.4.3 There are known land contamination issues



11.1 Impact on minerals stock
11.1.1 The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral extraction and outside an area of sand
and gravel safeguarding area as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan



11.1.2 The site is partially located on land allocated for mineral extraction and/ or a sand and gravel
safeguarding area as defined in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan

-

11.1.3 The site is entirely located on land allocated for mineral extraction and/ or a sand and gravel
safeguarding area as defined in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan



All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion
for choosing between sites.
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N/A

Waste

To reduce waste arising and
increase reuse, recycling and
composting

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not therefore a criterion
for choosing between sites.

12.
Employment

Maintain and enhance
employment opportunities
and to reduce the disparities
arising from unequal access to
jobs

12.1 Impact on employment

N/A

12.1.1 Development on the site will result in the loss of employment (e.g. will involve the loss of jobs
from any use currently on the site or result in the loss of employment land from an existing
employment estate)



12.1.2 Site will have no impact on employment provision

-

Wealth
Creation

Retain and enhance the
factors which are conducive to
wealth creation, including
personal creativity,
infrastructure and the local
strengths and qualities that
are attractive to visitors and
investors

Not relevant to this assessment. It will not assist in choosing between sites.

13.Town
Centres

Protect and enhance the
vitality and viability of town
centres and market towns

13.1 Impact on town centre

N/A

13.1.1 The site will provide housing in the town centre which will increase the vitality of the area for
example by introducing an active frontage or utilising under-used space



13.1.2 The site will have no impact on the town centre

-

13.1.3 The site would result in the loss of a main town centre use (e.g. active primary retail frontage)
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14. PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS
N/A

N/A

14.1 Physical Constraints
14.1.1 The site has no obvious physical constraints



14.1.2 The site has physical constraints that can be mitigated (e.g. TPOS, existing buildings)

-

14.1.3 The site has constraints that cannot be mitigated (e.g. extremely steep slopes, gas pipeline)



14.2 Ease of utility provision
14.2.1 Very easy to service (score of 5 from SHLAA)



14.2.2 Easy, average or moderately easy (score of 4, 3 or 2 from SHLAA)

-

14.2.3 Least easy to service (score of 1 from SHLAA)



14.3 Existing Use
14.3.1 Site is vacant



14.3.2 Site is in active use but will not need to be relocated ( e.g. existing residential garden)

-

14.3.3 Site is in current active use which may need to be relocated (e.g. business or community use
includes recreational open space)



14.4 Vehicular access
14.4.1 No known constraints to vehicular access



14.4.2 Vehicular access unsuitable and or restrictive but possible though effective mitigation
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14.4.3 Vehicular access is very constrained and would require a very high level of mitigation/is not
possible



15. AVAILABILITY
N/A

N/A

15.1 Site ownership
15.1.1 The site is held by a developer or landowner willing to develop or the site already has
planning permission (score of 5 from SHLAA)



15.1.2 Ownership is unknown (score of 3 or 2 from SHLAA) or owner has not been contactable.

-

15.1.3 Site is known to be in complex or multiple ownership (score of 0 from SHLAA) or there are
ownership issues that need to be resolved such as tenancy agreements



15.1.4 Site is owned by a landowner who is known to be unwilling to develop their land.



16. ACHIEVABILITY
N/A

N/A

16.1 Viability
16.1.1 The site is expected to be viable when applying a higher residential CIL charge (taking account
of CSH Level 3, CIL, S106, Lifetime Homes and 30% affordable Housing (85:15 tenure split))



16.1.2 The site is expected to be viable when applying a nominal residential CIL charge (taking
account of CSH Level 3, CIL, S106, Lifetime Homes and 30% affordable Housing (85:15 tenure split))

-
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Completion of Instructions Background Guidance
Site: To be assigned reference
Other References: Site identification reference used by other studies
Site Area: In hectares

Site Capacity: Note capacity

Proposed Development: Description of proposal
Site Description: Short description e.g. Land at...
OS map to be inserted

Criteria

Methodology for Assessment

Score

Accessibility

Assessment based on distance to employment centres, healthcare, primary
schools, leisure centres and local shops. Assessment to be undertaken using
GIS. Proximity to employment in this regard means proximity to industrial
estates (e.g. Earlstrees Industrial Estate). Information on doctor’s surgery,
primary schools and bus routes will be derived from Northamptonshire
County Council’s Interactive Mapping. Each site will be awarded a score of 1
to 3 in respect of its proximity to each service with a score of 3 indicating
that proximity to a particular service is ‘good’ whilst scores of 2 and 1
represented ‘medium’ and ‘poor’ access respectively. The individual scores
will then be added together to provide an overall score. For example, a total
score within the range of 11 to 15 would result in an overall assessment of
‘good’ for residential development.

Recreational
facilities

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS. Sporting and recreational facilities
are taken to include gyms and leisure centre, important amenity areas,
allotments etc.

Health and safety

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS. This criterion will assess the
development sites that may be entirely or largely precluded due to their
proximity to a notifiable installation. Some sites may be able to mitigate this
by restricting certain size, types or amount of development.

Community
facilities

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS. Community facilities include those
outlined in the National Planning Policy Framework e.g. local shops, meeting
places, sports venues, cultural buildings, public houses and places of
worship.

Liveability

Assessment will primarily focus on the proximity to major roads, railway
lines, and existing employment uses. Where a site is located adjacent or in
close proximity to a pollution source an ‘amber’ score will be given in the
assessment. Environmental Health will be consulted on each individual site
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regarding noise, air and odour pollution. This will be accounted for in the
overall assessments.
Residential
amenity

This assessment for housing development is based on development
removing disruptive features associated with the sites current use (e.g. noise
or odour).

Biodiversity
sensitivity

The RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation study brought together
earlier studies to identify areas of high, medium or low sensitivity of three
landscape elements (visual landscape, biodiversity and cultural heritage) in
relation to their potential to accept mixed use development. This has been
supplemented by the Assessment of Potential Housing Sites. The data in
these documents will be used to determine the sensitivity score.

Biodiversity impact
on species or
recognised site

A two-staged assessment will be undertaken. The first stage is desk based
assessment based on GIS mapping and officer knowledge to determine if the
site is likely to affect a site of international or national importance; land
designated as a Local Nature Reserve, local wildlife site, or local geological
site; a potential wildlife site; and/or protected species. This will be followed
by a second stage assessment in consultation with specialists as part of the
design surgeries.

Visual landscape

The RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation study
(www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/docdetail.asp?docid=1134) brought
together earlier studies to identify areas of high, medium or low sensitivity
of three landscape elements (visual landscape, biodiversity and cultural
heritage) in relation to their potential to accept mixed use development.
This has been supplemented by the Assessment of Potential Housing Sites.
The data in these documents will be used to determine the sensitivity score.

Existing form of
the settlement

This will focus on identifying the likelihood of coalescence, the impact on
prominent views or vistas, detachment from the settlement (e.g. due to a
main road or railway), the setting of a listed building, and the opportunity to
enhance the gateway into a settlement through, for example, the
redevelopment of a prominent brownfield site.

Character and
setting of the
settlement

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS. Effects on character and setting of
the settlement including the loss of designated open space.

Cultural heritage

Assessment will focus on heritage assets including scheduled ancient
monuments, historic parks and gardens, and whether the site falls within a
conservation area.

Archaeology

Two staged assessment will be undertaken. The first stage is desk based
assessment based on GIS mapping and officer knowledge to determine if the
site is likely to affect a site of archaeological interest including scheduled
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ancient monuments, historic parks and gardens, and whether the site falls
within a conservation area. The second stage of assessment will involve
consultation with the archaeology department at Northamptonshire County
Council regarding this assessment to comment on individual sites as to
whether there was the presence or possible presence of archaeology or
archaeological activity on the site.
Water

The impact on water resources will be assessed on the groundwater
vulnerability of a site. A site located on a major high permeable strata has a
higher ground water vulnerability and therefore will score as amber.

Flood Risk

Sites where development would be entirely within flood zone 3 are scored
red. In practice the assessment indicates that whilst a number of sites on the
short list include land within zones 2 and 3 the designation applies to a
limited area of the site. Such land may well provide opportunities for
development on the undesignated section and for ancillary uses such as
recreation and biodiversity enhancement within the designated part.
Assessment will be undertaken using the latest GIS layers from the
Environment Agency1.

Agricultural land

The Agricultural Land Classification system defines the best and most
versatile land as Grades 1, 2 and 3a. This is the land which is most flexible,
productive and efficient in response to inputs and which can best deliver
future crops for food and non-food uses such as biomass and
pharmaceuticals. There is also grade 3b and 4 agricultural land. ALC maps
are available at www.magic.gov.uk. These maps, however, do not distinguish
between Grade 3a and Grade 3b land and for the purposes of the
assessment a precautionary approach has therefore been adopted with any
area of Grade 3 land assumed to include best and most versatile land (i.e.
Grade 3a).

Previously
developed land

Assessment will be based on the definition in the National Planning Policy
Framework based on SHLAA/officer knowledge.

Land stability

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS regarding potential presence of
unstable land e.g. whether there has been historic mining in the area. It is
acknowledged that the existing historical maps are not fully complete,
therefore a second stage assessment will be undertaken with Environmental
Health Officers being consulted for individual sites.

Land
contamination

Assessment will be undertaken using GIS in terms of land contamination. A
second stage assessment will be undertaken with Environmental Health
Officers being consulted for individual sites.

1

Environment Spatial Data Catalogue ‘Flood Map for Planning – Flood Zones 2 & 3’ (layers accessed and downloaded 14/10/2016)
http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/catalogue/index.jsp#/catalogue
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Minerals and
waste

The Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan allocates sites for
mineral and waste development. The maps identifying land allocated for
minerals extraction of sand and gravel safeguarding will be used to assess
the impact of development.

Employment

Housing sites have been assessed regarding impact on employment. Housing
may in some cases result in the loss of employment sites resulting in
possible reduced employment opportunities and disparities. GIS, Google
maps, council tax and land searches will be used to assess this criterion.

Town Centre

Housing provided in the town centre is likely to increase vitality of the area
where it does not result in the loss of a main town centre use as outlined in
the National Framework.

Physical
Constraints

This criterion focuses on constraints that can be mitigated (TPO’s, existing
buildings) and constraints that cannot be mitigated (steep slopes, gas
pipelines) however some sites may be affected by major constraints only on
part of the site, leaving part of the site developable, in such cases sites will
be scored a yellow.

Ease of Utility
Provision

In preparing the 2011 update to the SHLAA, electricity, gas, water and
phone/cable infrastructure providers were contacted and asked to grade
settlements according to the ease with which these could be serviced.
Responses were received from Central Networks, National Grid and Anglian
Water whilst the Strategic Flood Risk Assessments were used to provide
scores for surface water. It was not possible to obtain updates from
telecommunications companies and the scores in the earlier 2009 SHLAA
were therefore used. An average utilities score for each settlement was
generated from the information to provide an overall ‘ease of utility
provision’ score. The assessment concluded that all of the Growth Towns
and Market Towns are ‘average’ to service and consequently, based on the
findings of the study it has not been possible to conclude from the evidence
that any strategic location offers an advantage over other locations in terms
of ease of utility provision and all sites have therefore been assessed as
yellow.

Existing Use

Local knowledge, GIS, Google maps, council tax and land searches will be
used to assess this criterion. Sites that are vacant are scored green as they
are likely to come forward quicker and more easily.

Vehicular access

Two staged assessment will be undertaken. The first stage is desk based
assessment based on officer judgement of the adequacy of potential access
points into the site and the capacity of the highway network to
accommodate the proposed scale of development. This will be followed by
a second stage assessment in consultation with Northamptonshire County
Council as part of the design surgeries.
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Site Ownership

National Planning Policy Guidance indicates that a site is considered
available, when, on the best information available there is confidence that
there are no legal or ownership problems. This will often mean that the land
is controlled by a developer or landowner who has expressed an intention to
develop, or the landowner has expressed an intention to sell. The
assessment will be based on information in the North Northamptonshire
SHLAA for housing sites and the Northamptonshire SELA for employment
land. This information will be updated for individual sites where further
information is available. All known landowners will be contacted following
land registry searches in relation to proposed allocations.

Viability

Sites will be scored using data from the Community Infrastructure Levy:
Viability Study2 that went on to inform the North Northamptonshire Joint
Core Strategy Pre-Submission Plan Viability Study Update3 produced by BNP
Paribas Real Estate on behalf of Corby Borough Council and the North
Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit. The viability study tested various
typologies and scenarios to determine the most appropriate CIL charging
levels across the borough, whilst taking account of the emerging planning
policy requirements in the Joint Core Strategy; i.e. CSH Level 3, CIL, S106,
Lifetime Homes and 30% affordable housing (85:15 tenure split social rent
and affordable rent: intermediate tenures). The study split the borough into
two charging zones; the first where a higher level of CIL for residential uses
is viable and the second where viability is marginal therefore only a nominal
charge could be levied. The study acknowledges that sites which are
identified as having marginal or challenging viability could benefit from a
flexible approach to the requirement for affordable housing.

Conclusion:

2
3

http://www.corby.gov.uk/sites/default/files/CIL%20Viability%20Study.pdf
http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/NNJPU%20Local%20Plan%20ViabilityTesting%20Update%20Report%20FINAL%2026Jan14.pdf
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